Automated SWIR based empirical sun glint correction of Landsat 8-OLI data over coastal turbid water.
The optimal exploitation of the oceanic information provided by recent high spatial resolution sensors such as Landsat 8-OLI is strongly conditioned by the quality of the water reflectance signal retrieval. One main issue stands in the ability to correct water pixels for the contamination of the sun glint, which might induce a seasonal or permanent loss of data according to the latitude. The SWIR information now provided for the most recent high spatial resolution sensors was used for evaluating the sun glint level and correcting the radiative signal for its effect. This has been performed transposing historical empirical formalisms based on the NIR signal. An automated SWIR-based sun glint correction procedure was then developed using a 4-year OLI archive gathered over very turbid waters of French Guiana (227 scenes). This procedure allows the practical limitations associated with past similar empirical methods (sensitivity to water turbidity and manual image per image correction) to be overcome. While a satisfactory preservation of the information over sun glint free pixels was observed, comparison exercises based on in situ Rrs data gathered in sun glint affected areas emphasize the relevance of the proposed methodology (correction by a factor of 14 of the averaged bias in the Rrs values after removing sun glint effects). Current limitations in the applicability of this SWIR-based empirical automated method are mainly associated with the presence of high cloud coverage, thin clouds in the OLI scene or highly spatially variable marine or atmospheric signal (around 47%, 42% and 11%, respectively, of the total of 12% of failure over French Guiana OLI archive). The potential large applicability of the procedure developed in this work was eventually demonstrated over contrasted coastal environments.